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Qualified language trainers
lingo art is one of the few language schools that mainly
work with permanently employed trainers. This offers
stability and flexibility. We provide targeted support and
training for our teachers to keep their methodology and
didactics up to date.
Our trainers are native speakers or have near-native
German skills. Many of them have multiple qualifications
and come from different professional backgrounds. They
know from their own experience how companies work
and have been teaching for many years.
Details about our team and their professional
development can be found on our website.
www.lingo-art.de

Our course types
classic private
Individual face-to-face lessons at lingo art, at your place
of work or on request at your home.

virtual private
Individual online lessons on Skype, zoom or the platform
of your choice.

phone
Intensive one-to-one phone training to improve your
listening comprehension and communication skills or for
specialist topics.

open
Group courses for colleagues or friends with comparable
German skills or interest in similar topics. Open courses
can take place at lingo art, in your company or online.

We now offer more flexibility:
You can participate online in a group face-to-face lesson.
Ideal for participants who
▪
▪
▪
▪

are not based in Munich
are on a business trip
work from home or another office
want to study together with colleagues or
friends.
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Our services
Level check
We will assess your German language skills, discuss the
course options and answer your questions.

Combine course forms flexibly
We redefine flexibility in a completely new way. You can
either choose one of our course forms (face-to-face,
online or phone training) or you can combine 2 or even 3
course forms individually or you can change from week
to week - depending on your needs and time.

Course schedule
We are very flexible when it comes to planning the
course schedule. Regular lessons make planning easier.

Schedule changes and cancellations
You can cancel lessons free of charge up until 2.00 pm
the day before (2.00 pm on Friday for classes taking
place on Monday).

Course duration
We generally recommend 3 or 6 months for a course.
However, we are happy to adapt to your wishes.

International tests and exams
lingo art is a certified test centre for many international
examinations such as WiDAF or MoFaD.
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Our German courses
German from CEF A1 to C1
We focus on all skills in accordance with the CEF:
Speaking, listening, reading and writing, and (from CEF
B1 onwards) mediation. Improve your German skills step
by step.

Improve your writing skills
Written communication at work, for e-mails and
correspondence with customers, business partners or
authorities, documentation, minutes, specialist articles.
You will learn how to phrase sentences in a stylistically
correct way and how to express yourself confidently in
writing.

Speak and communicate better in German
We help you to boost your oral communication skills:
speak confidently on the phone, explain and argue in
meetings, hold presentations, and negotiate in German.
We tailor the topics to your needs.

Improve your grammar
Finally understand and correctly use German grammar.
In this course we will work specifically on your weak
points or build up your grammar knowledge.

German for specialists and managers
From the very beginning you will learn how to
communicate with colleagues and business partners in
German, how to write e-mails and make phone calls.
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German for specific purposes
Individual exam preparation for Goethe
Certificate or telc exams B1, B2, C1 or C2
You have already attended a German course and would
like to prepare for a telc exam or the Goethe Certificate
in individual lessons.

Individual coaching
Specialist topics and language personalized to your
needs. We build up or extend your specific skills or focus
on the area you need, such as German for meetings or
presentations.

German for HR and Recruiting
Discuss current HR topics with your trainer, improve your
communication with applicants and employees or talk
about individual topics from active sourcing to employer
branding.

German for Applications and Job Interviews
Optimize your application files, including CV and cover
letter. Create your XING or LinkedIn profile in German.
Draft individual e-mail templates for personnel
consultants, headhunters or recruiters. Practice your
self-presentation and find out the right answers to
interview questions.

Improve your German pronunciation
Good pronunciation is a prerequisite for successful
communication. In individual lessons we will work
specifically on improving your pronunciation.
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Talk to us. We look forward to your call.
phone 089 13 01 158-0

Arrange a call back appointment online.
https://lingo-art.de/kontakt

Our friendly team are happy to help you.
lingo art – the language training experts
Andrea Kleeberger
Arnulfstr. 132
80634 München
info@lingo-art.de
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